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Abstract
As the imidazolium-based ionic liquid (IL), 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
(BMIMCl), is increasingly employed in various applications, release of BMIM cation
into the environment has posed serious threats on aquatic ecology. Thus, it is imperative
to eliminate BMIM from water, and, among various techniques for eliminating BMIM,
chemical oxidation is the most effective technique. Nevertheless, studies of using SO4•‒
-based chemical oxidation methods for degrading BMIM are still very limited; thus this
study aims to develop an effective SO4•−-based chemical oxidation process for
degrading BMIM. As monopersulfate (MPS) is employed as a source of SO4•−, a special
cobalt (Co)-based catalyst is proposed and developed here by fabricating Co3O4 into a
unique Dahlia flower-like morphology. Such a Dahlia flower-like Co3O4 (DFCoO) not
only can exhibit the flower configuration, but also its floral petal components can
consist of many filament-like Co3O4 nanostructures, making this DFCoO possess
several advantageous properties over the conventional Co3O4 nanoparticle (NP),
including higher redox activity, more reactive surface, higher surface area and larger
pore volume. Thus, DFCoO shows a much higher catalytic activity than Co3O4 NP to
activate MPS for degrading BMIM. A higher MPS dosage and reaction temperature
also enhance BMIM degradation by DFCoO+MPS. DFCoO is reusable for activating
MPS to degrade BMIM over multiple cycles. BMIM degradation mechanism and
pathway by this DFCoO+MPS is also elucidated by identifying radical species and
degradation intermediates. The findings of this study offer an useful approach for
developing an advantageous catalyst for sulfate-based degradation of BMIMCl.

Keywords: BMIMCl, cobalt, MPS, sulfate radical, 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride
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1. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are a group of salts with relatively low melting points, allowing them
to behave as liquids below 100 °C or even at room temperature. As ILs exhibit very
high thermal stabilities, negligible vapor pressure, as well as low-flammability, ILs
have been increasingly employed to replace conventional volatile organic solvents, and
recently many other applications of ILs have been also successfully demonstrated, such
as catalytic, electrochemical and biological reactions [1, 2], making ILs become more
attractive and popular in many areas. Nevertheless, the extensive use of ILs has led to
discharge and release of ILs into the environment. Due to their high stabilities,
biological degradation of ILs is complicated and difficult; however, toxicities of ILs
have posed great threats to natural ecology, especially in aquatic environment. Thus,
ILs must be removed from polluted water in order to avoid their negative impact.
While there are many types of ILs, imidazolium-based ILs are the most common
and popular ILs [3-6]. These imidazolium ILs are usually comprised of an imidazole
ring with a cationic quaternary ammonium group and a long alky side chain as well as
counter anions (e.g., Cl−, BF4− and PF6−). Among various imidazolium-based ILs, 1Butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (BMIMCl) has been the most representative
imidazolium IL and most extensively studied [7-9]. Thus, useful treatments shall be
developed for eliminating BMIM cation from water.
To date, several techniques have been proposed to eliminate BMIM from water,
such as adsorption [10, 11], filtration [12], and chemical oxidation [7, 13-19]. Among
these techniques, chemical oxidation is considered as the most effective approach for
eliminating BMIM as chemical oxidation can decompose BMIM cation to lessen its
toxicity [14]. Thus, a few chemical oxidation methods are demonstrated, including
photocatalytic degradation [15], Fenton’s reaction [14, 16-19] and electro-Fenton’s
3

process [13]. These above-mentioned methods are all based on hydroxyl radicals (•OH).
As sulfate radical (SO4•‒)-based methods receive increasing attention owing to their
advantages, such as high oxidation potentials (i.e., 2.5−3.1 V), high selectivities for
unsaturated and aromatic structures [20, 21], and long half-life [20, 22], SO4•‒-based
chemical oxidation processes would be useful for degrading BMIM cation.
Nevertheless, very few studies have been even reported for investigating SO4•‒-based
chemical oxidation processes for degrading BMIM cation in addition to Pati and
Arnold’s study in 2018 by using UV/persulfate for degrading a series of imidazoliumbased ILs, including BMIM [23]. Therefore, it is certainly critical to develop and
investigate other useful SO4•‒-based chemical oxidation processes for degrading BMIM
cation.
To obtain SO4•−, another reagent, monopersulfate (MPS) is also favorable as MPS
is highly-accessible, inexpensive, and environmentally benign [24]. However, MPS
must be “activated” to rapidly produce SO4•− from MPS. Even though a number of
methods have been developed to “activate” MPS, using metal catalysts for activating
MPS is the most practical and efficient approach [25-27]. Especially, cobalt (Co) has
been proven as the most efficient non-noble metal to activate MPS [28, 29]. Thus, many
attempts have been made to fabricate Co-based catalysts for activating MPS, and
tricobalt tetraoxide (Co3O4) has been considered as one of the most useful catalysts for
MPS activation [25, 30]. Several studies even prepared Co3O4 nanoparticles (NPs) and
expected that Co3O4 NPs could exhibit improved catalytic activities for MPS activation
because of their nano-size [31, 32]. However, NPs tend to aggregate, especially in water,
thereby decreasing reactive surfaces and catalytic activities [31]. Thus, it is necessary
to create Co-based catalysts, which can possess higher surfaces and porosities as well
as more reactive surfaces to enhance catalytic activities.
4

To this end, a special Co-based catalyst is proposed and developed here by
fabricating Co3O4 into a unique Dahlia flower-like morphology. Such a Dahlia flowerlike Co3O4 (DFCoO) not only can exhibit the flower configuration, but also its floral
petal components can consist of many filament-like Co3O4 nanostructures, making this
DFCoO possess several advantageous properties over the conventional Co3O4 NP,
including higher redox activity, more reactive surface, higher surface area and larger
pore volume. Thus, the aim of this study is to investigate and optimize catalytic
performance of such a DFCoO for activating MPS to degrade BMIM cation and probe
into mechanism and pathway of BMIM degradation by SO4•−-based chemical oxidation
processes from MPS.

2.

Experimental

2.1 Materials
Reagents employed here were all acquired commercially and used directly without any
pre-treatment. 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (BMIMCl), monopersulfate
(MPS), tert-butanol, cobalt sulfate (Co(SO4)2), methanol and 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline
N-oxide (DMPO) were received from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Co3O4 NPs (50-80 nm)
and urea were obtained from Alfa Aesar (USA). Ethanol was purchased from Echo
Chemicals (Taiwan). Deionized (DI) water was prepared to less than 18 MΩ-cm.

2.2 Preparation and Characterization of DFCoO
The preparation of DFCoO can be illustrated as Fig. 1. Firstly, 0.06 mol of Co(SO4)2
and 0.3 mol of urea were added into 0.3 L of DI water. The resulting mixture was then
poured into a Teflon-lined autoclave for a hydrothermal process at 100 °C for 12 hours,
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and the precipitate was rinsed with ethanol/DI water, dried at 80 °C for 16 hours, and
then calcined at 300 °C for 5 hours to produce DFCoO.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of preparation of Dahlia flower-like Co3O4 nanocrystal.

The appearance of DFCoO was visualized using scanning and transmission
electronic microscopies (SEM/TEM) (JEOL, Japan). The chemical composition of
DFCoO was analyzed by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (Oxford
Instrument, UK), whereas the XRD pattern of DFCoO was determined by an X-ray
diffractometer (Bruker, USA). The surface chemistry of DFCoO was then identified by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (PHI 5000, ULVAC-PHI, Japan). Textural
properties of catalysts were measured by a volumetric gas adsorption analyzer
(Quantachrome Auto IQ, USA). Zeta potentials of DFCoO were measured by a
zetasizer (Malvern, USA). Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) profiles of
catalysts were determined by a chemisorption analyzer with a thermal conductivity
detector (Anton Paar, ASIQ TPx, Austria). Raman spectra of catalysts were obtained
by a Raman spectroscopy (TII, Nanofinder, Japan) at the excitation wavelength of 532
nm with a scan number of 8 in the ambient environment.
6

2.3 Degradation of BMIM by MPS activated using DFCoO
Degradation of BMIM using MPS activated by DFCoO was evaluated by isothermal
batch experiments. In brief, MPS (e.g., 30 mg) was added into 0.2 L of BMIM solution
with a starting concentration C0 of 10 mg/L at a fixed temperature. Since previous
studies have indicated that high concentrations of ILs would be discharged from
industrial processes involved these ILs, many studies of eliminating ILs from water by
physico-chemical methods employed relatively high concentrations (from 35 mg/L to
1000 mg/L in the case of BMIMCl)[10, 11, 17, 33-35]. Therefore, a relatively high
concentration of BMIMCl was selected here to simulate the condition where relatively
concentrated ILs are present in effluents. Next, DFCoO (e.g., 10 mg) was added to the
BMIM solution. After pre-set intervals, sample aliquots were withdrawn and filtered to
remove DFCoO. The filtrate was subsequently analyzed by HPLC (Kanuer Azura,
Germany) with a UV–Vis detector at 215 nm and a reverse-phase C-18 column to
determine the residual concentration of BMIM (Ct). The mobile phase consists of DI
water (35%), methanol (64.9%), and KH2PO4 (0.1%) at a flowrate of 0.8 mL/min.
Electron spin resonance (ESR) (Bruker EMX-P, Germany) was adopted to identify
radical species present in DFCoO-activated MPS with DMPO as a radical-trapping
agent. The reusability of DFCoO for activating MPS to degrade BMIM was examined
by reusing DFCoO over 5 cycles of BMIM degradation experiments. Total organic
carbon (TOC) was analyzed using TOC analyzer (SHIMADZU TOC-5000, Japan). As
DFCoO was comprised of Co3O4 and used as a heterogeneous catalyst, we could
recover >99% of DFCoO from each experiment. The recovered DFCoO was simply
washed with DI water and ethanol repeatedly, and then reused in a subsequent cycle.
Degradation products of BMIM were then verified by mass spectrometry (Thermo TSQ
Quantum, USA).
7

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Characterization of DFCoO
To visualize appearance of DFCoO, its SEM images were firstly revealed in Fig. 2(a),
in which Dahlia flower-like substances were observed and a closer view (Fig. 2(b))
further showed the floral petal-like nanostructures. Fig. 2(c) then displays the
transmission image of such Dahlia flower-like substance, demonstrating that the petallike structures of DFCoO were very thin. Its detailed view (Fig. 2(d)) indicates that
these “floral petals” of DFCoOs in fact were comprised of many filaments with sizes
of 15~30 nm.
Moreover, Fig. 2(e) shows a HRTEM image of filaments of the petals in DFCoO,
in which the lattice spacing of 0.286 and 0.244 nm were observed, attributed to the (222)
and (311) planes of Co3O4, validating that this DFCoO shall consist of Co3O4.
Additionally, the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of DFCoO was analyzed in
Fig. 2(f), demonstrating that DFCoO exhibited polycrystalline structures, which could
be well-indexed to Co3O4. This also validates that DFCoO was assuredly comprised of
Co3O4.
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Fig. 2. (a-b) SEM and (c-d) TEM images of DFCoO under different magnifications; (e)
lattice-resolved HRTEM image; and (f) SAED pattern of DFCoO.
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To further characterize chemical composition of this DFCoO, EDS was adopted
to analyze it as shown in Fig. 3(a) and merely Co and O signals could be observed,
indicating that DFCoO was made of Co and O. Fig. 3(b) further ascertains that the XRD
pattern of DFCoO was well-indexed to the typical crystalline structure of Co3O4 as a
series of noticeable peaks can be detected at 19.0°, 31.3°, 36.8°, 38.5°, 44.8°, 59.4°,
65.2° and 77.3°, corresponding to the (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (511) and (440)
planes of Co3O4, respectively, based on JCPDS #42-1467.
Besides, the surface chemistry of DFCoO was examined by XPS and its fullsurvey spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3(c). Co and O were also only two elements were
identified, and no other noticeable elements could be found in DFCoO. Fig. 3(d) further
displays the corresponding Co2p XPS spectrum, which could be deconvoluted into a
few underlying peaks. In particular, the peaks at 780.2 and 795.1 eV could be ascribed
to Co3+, whereas the peaks at 781.8 and 796.9 eV corresponded to Co2+, confirming the
existence of Co3O4 in DFCoO [36]. In addition, the O1s spectra of DFCoO can be also
deconvoluted to exhibit three underlying peaks at 529.7, 531.1, and 532.0 eV, which
were attributed to the lattice oxygen (Olatt), oxygen vacancy (Ovac) and absorbed oxygen
(Oabs), respectively [37, 38].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Characterizations of DFCoO: (a) EDS, (b) XRD; (c) full-survey, (d) Co2p, and
(e) O1s XPS spectra; and (f) zeta potential.
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Furthermore, Raman spectrum of DFCoO had been also measured in Fig. 4(a), and
5 notable peaks could be detected in the range from 150 to 700 cm-1. Specifically, the
peaks located at 194, 523, and 620 cm-1 corresponded to the F2g symmetry [39, 40],
whereas the peak at 485 cm–1 was ascribed to the Eg symmetry. Moreover, the sharp
peak at 694 cm–1 could be attributed to the A1g symmetry, originated from the octahedral
site of Co3O4 [41, 42].

Since Co3O4 NP is the benchmark catalyst for activating MPS, the Raman
spectrum of the commercial Co3O4 NPs (as seen in Fig. S1) was also measured and
compared with that of DFCoO in Fig. 4(a). In general, the Raman spectrum of DFCoO
was almost identical to that of Co3O4 NP; however a closer view of the sharp peak of
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the A1g (in the range of 660~690 cm–1) (Fig. 4(b)) shows that the center of A1g peak of
DFCoO noticeably moved to the lower frequency in comparison to the center of A1g
peak of Co3O4 NP. Such a shift suggests that DFCoO possessed a higher-degree
structural defection [39], which is considered to promote the formation of active species
on the surface of catalysts, thereby increasing catalytic activities [43].
To further distinguish differences between DFCoO and Co3O4 NP, their redox
properties were then examined by temperature-programmed reduction (TPR)
measurements. Fig. 4(c) displays TPR profiles of DFCoO and Co3O4 NP. The reduction
process of DFCoO was initiated at a much lower temperature at ca. 250 °C, and a center
temperature of the overall reduction profile occurred at 400 °C, whereas the reduction
process of Co3O4 NP started at 350 °C with a center temperature at 500 °C. These
comparisons validate that even though DFCoO and Co3O4 NP were both comprised of
Co3O4, their redox properties were tremendously different possibly because of huge
surficial characteristics and morphological differences between these two catalysts.
Moreover, as DFCoO exhibited such a unique morphology, it would be useful to
determine its textural features by measuring its N2 sorption isotherm in Fig. 4(d). The
isotherm of DFCoO could be considered as an integration of the IUPAC type IV
isotherms, indicating that DFCoO contained pores. The inset in Fig. 4(d) validates that
DFCoO certainly consisted of mesopores and macropores, and its surface area was
calculated as 121 m2/g with a total pore volume of 0.41 cm3/g. Similarly, the
commercial Co3O4 NP was also characterized for its N2 sorption isotherm, and its
corresponding N2 sorption was extremely low in comparison to that of DFCoO.
Therefore, the surface area of Co3O4 NP was merely 2.8 m2/g with a very small total
pore volume of 0.01 cm cm3/g. This comparison also validated that DFCoO exhibited
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a much more advantageous textural property than the commercial Co3O4 NP as Co3O4
NPs are easily agglomerated as seen in Fig. S1.
Since BMIM degradation and MPS activation in water is an aqueous reaction, the
surface charge of DFCoO in water is certainly an important parameter. Thus, the surface
charges of DFCoO at various pH values were measured in Fig. 3(f). At pH = 3,

its

zeta potential was +16 mV, and gradually decreased to +7 mV at pH = 5, and 0 at pH
= 7. Once the pH further decreased to 9 and 11, its corresponding zeta potential was
reduced to -8 mV, and -30 mV, respectively. This demonstrates that the surface charge
of DFCoO remained positive under acidic conditions, but became negative under basic
conditions with a pHzpc = 7.

3.2 BMIM degradation by MPS activated using DFCoO (DFCoO+MPS)
Before examining BMIM degradation by MPS activated using DFCoO (DFCoO+MPS),
it was necessary to verify whether BMIM would be eliminated through simply
adsorption to DFCoO. Fig. 5 shows that the concentration of BMIM was almost
unchanged in 60 min, revealing that DFCoO itself could not successfully eliminate
BMIM via adsorption. MPS alone was also evaluated for eliminating BMIMCl;
nonetheless, BMIM was only marginally eliminated in 60 min. This validates that MPS
itself could not effectively eliminate BMIM if no proper activation of MPS was
introduced. On the other hand, once DFCoO and MPS were both present in the BMIM
solution, the concentration of BMIM quickly decreased and Ct/C0 reached 0.2 (BMIM
conversion = 80%) within 60 min. Fig. S2 also demonstrates that TOC of the BMIM
solution was noticeably decreased in the presence of DFCoO and MPS, validating that
BMIM was certainly degraded. Since DFCoO and MPS could not eliminate BMIM
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respectively, this result indicated that MPS was activated in the presence of DFCoO.
As DFCoO comprised Co2+ and Co3+ originated from Co3O4,

Fig. 5. Comparison of BMIMCl degradation by MPS alone, adsorption to DFCoO,
DFCoO+MPS, and Co3O4-NP+MPS; (b) effect of MPS concentrations on BMIMCl
degradation (DFCoO = 100 mg/L, MPS = 150 mg/L, and T = 30 °C).

these constituents can react with MPS for producing SO4•‒ through the following
reactions [44, 45]:
Co2+@DFCoO + HSO5‒ → Co3+@DFCoO + SO4•‒ + OH‒

(1)

Co3+@ DFCoO → Co2+@DFCoO + SO5•‒ + H+

(2)

Moreover, SO5•‒ may be also transformed into SO4•‒ via the following reaction:
2 SO5•‒ →2 SO4•‒ + O2

(3)

As a result, SO4•‒ would be continuously produced via the above-listed reactions to
degrade BMIMCl.
On the other hand, since BMIMCl contains Cl−, Cl− would react with sulfate
radicals to become chloride radicals (e.g., Cl• and Cl2•−), which exhibit lower oxidation
15

potentials than sulfate radicals [46]. Nevertheless, DFCoO-activated MPS can still
effectively degrade BMIM even in the presence of Cl−, indicating the superior catalytic
activity of DFCoO.
While DFCoO was validated to activate MPS, it was critical to compare it with
the benchmark catalyst for MPS activation, Co3O4 NP. In Fig. 5(a), BMIM could be
also degraded in the presence of Co3O4 NP and MPS, demonstrating that Co3O4 NP
could assuredly activate MPS to degrade BMIMCl. However, the BMIM conversion
(~20%) was far lower than that by DFCoO. Despite the fact that Co3O4 NP also
comprised Co2+ and Co3+, its catalytic activity was far lower than that of DFCoO. Such
a huge difference between DFCoO and Co3O4 NPs was ascribed to the noticeably
different textural properties between DFCoO and Co3O4 NPs as DFCoO possessed a
substantially higher surface area and pore volume than Co3O4 NPs. Additionally, the
Raman spectroscopic analyses also indicated that DFCoO exhibited a higher-degree
structural defection which might promote the formation of surficial active species to
enhance BMIM degradation. Moreover, the TPR measurements also suggested that
DFCoO possessed more active redox properties, which might also improve catalytic
activities of DFCoO for more effective degradation of BMIMCl.

3.3 Effect of MPS dosages on BMIM degradation
Next, the effect of MPS dosage was then investigated in Fig. S3. When a relatively low
dosage of MPS, 100 mg/L, was employed, the BMIM conversion became even lower
to 60% and the degradation seemed to proceed much more slowly. To quantify the
degradation kinetics, the pseudo first order rate law was then adopted as follows [47]:
Ct  C0 exp(kt )

(4)
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where k denotes the rate constant (min-1). As MPS dosage changed from 150 mg/L to
100 mg/L, k decreased from 0.0430 to 0.0227 min−1. When MPS dosage increased from
150 to 200 mg/L, the BMIM conversion was improved to 90%, and k also increased
from 0.0430 to 0.0534 min−1. Once MPS became 300 mg/L, BMIM could be
completely eliminated in 60 min and the corresponding k also increased to 0.1226 min−1,
demonstrating that a higher MPS dosage could significantly enhance the degradation
of BMIM.

3.4 Effects of temperature and initial pH on BMIM degradation
In addition to MPS dosage, the effect of temperature was also investigated. Fig. 6(a)
shows BMIM degradation by DFCoO+MPS at 30, 40 and 50 °C. When the solution
temperature was raised up, the BMIM BMIM conversion was noticeably improved and
BMIM could be fully removed at 50 °C in 60 min.

Fig. 6 (a) Effect of temperature (inset: a plot of Ln k vs 1/T), (b) effect of pH on
BMIMCl degradation (DFCoO = 100 mg/L, MPS = 150 mg/L, and T = 30 °C).
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On the other hand, as the temperature increased, the degradation kinetics also
substantially accelerated as k = 0.0430 min−1 at 30 °C could be noticeably increased to
0.0549 min−1 and 0.0775 min−1 at 40 and 50 °C, respectively. This indicates that the
elevated temperature could also favorably facilitate BMIM degradation. Previous
studies of degradation of ILs by chemical oxidation (especially with H2O2) have
indicated that conventional chemical oxidation of ILs would consume large amounts of
oxidants (e.g., H2O2), and require long reaction time [13]. the research team of M.
Munoz, C. M. Domínguez, et al. would develop a more efficient approach to perform
degradation of ILs by H2O2 at elevated temperatures (e.g., 70-90 °C) in order to shorten
the reaction time and use less oxidants [16-19]. Similarly, we have also found that the
elevated temperatures would certainly accelerate degradation of BMIM, and such a
strategy can be utilized to save time and usage of oxidants from the practical viewpoint.
Since k values increased at higher temperatures, the relationship between k and
temperature was further correlated via the Arrhenius equation as follows:
Ln k = ln A – Ea/RT

(5)

where Ea is the activation energy (Ea, kJ/mol) of BMIM degradation and T is
temperature (K). Accordingly, a plot of 1/T vs. Ln k was then displayed as the inset in
Fig. 6(a), and the data points were well fit by the linear regression with R2 = 0.987,
suggesting that the relationship between k and T of BMIM can be properly described
by Arrhenius equation. The corresponding Ea was also calculated as 23.9 kJ/mol.
In addition, as BMIM degradation and MPS activation was an aqueous reaction, pH
of BMIM solution was an important factor. Fig. 6(b) shows BMIM degradation by
DFCoO+MPS at different pH values. As initial pH was reduced to 5, the BMIM
degradation was slightly influenced as the BMIM conversion was lowered to 70% and
18

k also became much slower to 0.0292 min−1. Such a negative effect seemed to become
more obvious as pH was further reduced to 3 as k further decreased to 0.012 min−1 and
the BMIM conversion merely reached 10%. These results suggested that the acidic
condition was unfavorable for BMIM degradation by DFCoO+MPS possibly because
the acidic environment would make MPS much more stable and less –easily activated
[30], thereby rendering BMIM degradation less effective. Moreover, the surface of
DFCoO would become more positively-charged as pHzpc of DFCoO was 7 and thus the
electrostatic revulsion between DFCoO and cationic BMIM might grow strongly,
interfering with the contact between BMIM and DFCoO, and decreasing BMIM
conversion.
On the other hand, as pH increased and the aqueous environment became basic to
pH = 9, BMIM degradation was also substantially affected as the BMIM conversion
reduced to 45%, and k was lowered to 0.0102 min−1. Such a negative effect seemed
more obvious as BMIM was also barely degraded with a BMIM conversion of 13% and
a much slower k = 0.0025 min−1. Such a negative effect of basic conditions was
attributed to the fact that MPS would decompose without production of SO4•‒ in basic
environments [30, 48] and therefore SO4•‒ was not efficiency produced to degrade
BMIMCl. Furthermore, as the pKa of HSO5− was 9.4 [49], HSO5− could be possibly
transformed into SO52− under basic conditions and thus the electrostatic revulsion might
also become stronger [50], refraining the approach of SO52− towards DFCoO, and
hindering BMIM degradation.
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On the other hand, pH variations before and after MPS activation for degrading
BMIM were also determined. When the initial pH was 3, it would remain almost as 3
after the reaction time of 60 min. When the initial pH was 5, it would gradually and
slightly decrease to 4.5 after 60 min. As the initial pH was 7, it would gradually decrease
to 6 after the reaction time of 60 min. If the initial pH was 9, it would gradually decrease
to 7.5 after 60 min. When the initial pH was 11, it would gradually decrease to 9.5 after
the reaction time of 60 min. The decrease in pH observed in these cases was because
sulfate radical would be transformed into sulfate ion after reactions [51].

3.5 The recyclability of DFCoO to activate MPS for BMIM degradation
As DFCoO was developed as a heterogeneous catalyst for activating MPS to degrade
BMIMCl, it was necessary to verify whether DFCoO could be reusable for activating
MPS to degrade BMIMCl. Thus, Fig. 7(a) shows the reusability test of DFCoO for
activating 300 mg/L of MPS to degrade BMIM over consecutive 5 cycles, and BMIM
could be still efficiently degraded using MPS activated by the spent DFCoO over 5
cycles, validating that DFCoO could be reused for activating MPS without significant
loss of catalytic activities.
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Fig. 7. (a) reusability of DFCoO for activating MPS to degrade BMIMCl (DFCoO = 100 mg/L, MPS
= 150 mg/L, and T = 30 °C); XRD pattern of used DFCoO.

The spent DFCoO was then analyzed for its crystalline structure after the multiple
cycles of reuse, and the corresponding XRD pattern (Fig. 7(b)) was comparable to that
of the pristine DFCoO. This indicates that DFCoO retained its structure after the reuse,
and no obvious damage on DFCoO was observed, signifying that DFCoO was a stable
and durable catalyst for activating MPS to degrade BMIM.

3.6 A proposed mechanism of BMIM degradation by DFCoO-activated MPS
To further determine the mechanism of BMIM degradation by DFCoO+MPS, it was
necessary to specify active species contributing to the degradation of BMIM. Especially,
when SO4•‒ is present in water, it could react with H2O and become •OH as follows [52]
(Eq. (6)):
SO4•− + H2O → SO42− + •OH + H+

(6)

Therefore, it was critical to elucidate which radicals were involved in BMIM
degradation. To this end, two radical probe agents, tert-butanol and methanol, were
particularly selected and evaluated their scavenging effects as tert-butanol is employed
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Fig. 8. (a) effects of scavengers on BMIMCl degradation and (b) EPR spectra of DFCoO for activating
MPS (: DMPO-OH; : DMPO- SO4) (DFCoO = 100 mg/L, MPS = 150 mg/L, and T = 30
°C).
for probing the existence of •OH, whereas methanol is used to probe the occurrence of
both SO4•− and •OH [53]. Fig. 8(a) shows that BMIM degradation by DFCoO+MPS in
the presence of tert-butanol was noticeably inhibited and its corresponding BMIM
conversion became 32% with a much slow k of 0.0063 min−1. This signifies that •OH
seemed to participate in BMIM degradation. On the other hand, when methanol was
used, the corresponding BMIM degradation was almost completely inhibited as the
BMIM conversion became 5% with a significantly low k of 0.0013 min−1. Such a result
indicates that SO4•− shall be also involved in BMIM degradation. Thus, both SO4•−
and •OH shall be both present and derived from MPS activation by DFCoO for BMIM
degradation.
For further validating radical species originated from DFCoO+MPS, ESR analysis
was employed as shown in Fig. 8(b). Almost no signal could be observed when only
MPS was mixed with the spin-trapping agent, DMPO, in water, whereas a distinct
pattern was detected and attributed to the hyperfine splitting of oxidation adduct
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products of DMPO-SO4 and DMPO-OH [54-58]. This confirms that both SO4•−
and •OH were both present in DFCoO+MPS and contributed to BMIM degradation.

3.7 A potential degradation route for BMIM by DFCoO+MPS
As BMIM could be successfully degraded by DFCoO+MPS, it was essential to further
identify the corresponding degradation process of BMIM. Thus, degradation
intermediates and products of BMIM by DFCoO+MPS were determined by mass
spectrometry, and summarized in Table S2.
Based on these intermediates, a potential degradation route of BMIM by
DFCoO+MPS was proposed and depicted in Fig. 9 [13, 14, 23]. Initially, the alkyl chain
of 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium cation would be oxidized to afford a hydroxyl group
to become 1-(2-hydroxybutyl)-3-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium cation [13, 23]. Via
subsequent oxidation, this 1-(2-hydroxybutyl)-3-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium would be
further oxidized and its imidazole ring would undergo a ring-opening reaction to afford
3-(2-hydroxybutyl)-1-methyl-1-vinylurea [14]. With further oxidation, such a 3-(2hydroxybutyl)-1-methyl-1-vinylurea would be then oxidized to become 3-(2hydroxybutyl)-1,1-dimethylurea [14], which might be further decomposed to generate
1,1-dimethylurea and butan-2-ol [14]. These smaller intermediates would be then
oxidized and decomposed into low-molecule-weight compounds eventually.
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Fig. 9. A potential degradation pathway of BMIM by DFCoO+MPS

4 Conclusions
In this study, a special catalyst of DFCoO comprised of Co3O4 with a Dahlia flowerlike morphology was developed as a heterogeneous catalyst to activate MPS for
degrading one of the most typical imidazolium-based ionic liquids, BMIMCl. As
DFCoO exhibited the flower configuration, its floral petal components consisted of
many filament-like Co3O4 nanostructures, making this DFCoO exhibit several
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advantageous properties over the conventional Co3O4 NP, including higher redox
activity, more reactive surface, higher surface area and larger pore volume. Thus,
DFCoO can show a much higher catalytic activity than Co3O4 NP to activate MPS for
degrading BMIM. A higher MPS dosage and reaction temperature would also enhance
BMIM degradation by DFCoO+MPS. DFCoO was also reusable for activating MPS to
degrade BMIM over 5 cycles. BMIM degradation mechanism and process by this
DFCoO+MPS was also elucidated using ESR and MS by identifying radical species
and degradation intermediates. The findings of this study offer an useful approach for
developing an advantageous catalyst for sulfate-based degradation of BMIMCl.
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